new york city fire
museum
❉ Address: 278 Spring Street between Hudson and
Varick Streets

❉ Address: 850 7th Avenue between 54th and
55th Streets
Ideal Age: 6 to 14

Phone: 212-691-1303

Admission: Check website for current tutoring rates

Ideal Age Group: 4 to 8

Website: www.nyclearn.com

Admission: $5 adults / $1 children (suggested)
Website: www.nycfiremuseum.org
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Phone: 212-957-9100

Parents everywhere want their children to get a good
education. In New York City, academic competition is

Organized firefighting in this city began with the men of the

heightened by a highly selective admissions process to the best

Rattle Watch, a sharp-eyed and, apparently, sharp-nosed team

schools, along with increasing pressure to perform on

that prowled our streets at night looking for fires, spinning

standardized tests. As a result, more and more parents are

loud rattles to alert residents if they sniffed a blaze. Dedicated

seeking outside tutoring services as a way to help their kids stay

junior firefighters will love this overflowing museum for fire

ahead. You need look no further than Next Level Learning, a

facts like that one and much more. Situated in a pristine

midtown center that specializes in a one-on-one, per-

former firehouse, this turn-of-the-century, three-story building

sonalized approach. Next Level’s director, Valerie Fitzhugh, has

has rare Colonial-era leather fire buckets, torch lights, axes,

an almost preternatural ability to connect with kids, an extra-

alarm boxes, ornate hose nozzles, goose-neck pumpers, and

ordinary gift that she seems to have conveyed to her competent

a slightly macabre, stuffed firehouse dog named Chief that

staff of top-tier educators. Valerie believes that all kids are

was a favorite of his engine company in the 1940s. They also

curious, smart, creative and capable. They freak out and fall

have plenty of boots, jackets, helmets and firefighter air packs

behind in school when they get intimidated by new concepts,

for you to try on.

lose confidence, or start to believe they are less intelligent than

If you need a real life encore, your neighborhood fire-

other kids. At Next Level, success is achieved by creating a

house is often very kid-friendly. If the firefighters aren’t racing

caring relationship with each student that allows him or her to

to a scene, and you don’t stay too long, you can usually drop

relax, become engaged, and have fun learning again. Fast

by for a tour. Inside are the rolling red monsters with awesome

progress is the result. I have seen the Next Level team in action

tires the height of second-graders and water hoses as thick as

and it’s impressive. Kids are smiling and joking with tutors,

boa constrictors. Know why most of the firefighters leave their

tutors are high-fiving and encouraging kids, ideas are flying,

shoes untied or wear slip-on shoes? So they can kick them off

confidence is building, and learning is happening. It’s a playful,

fast when the alarm sounds and jump into a pair of those big

yet powerful scene. It doesn’t hurt that Next Level Learning has

boots lined up against the walls.

the lowest rates for one-on-one tutoring in the city, so families
are ensured an excellent value in these tight economic times.

new york’s 50 best places to take children

new york’s 50 best places to take children
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next level learning

